
GEORGINA
PASTORAL FUTURE

NTCA PROGRAM

The Georgina Pastoral Future NTCA program distinguishes up and

coming leaders in the NT beef industry and enables them to reach

their full potential through professional development workshops,

industry tours, and networking events. Participants are equipped

with the skills and knowledge to present themselves in a

professional and clear manner, lead and mentor their peers, and

inject new ideas and enthusiasm that influence the future direction

of the NT pastoral industry.

 2022 & 2023 Future NTCA  leaders

2023 NTCA Conference



Welcome to our 2024
Application pack.
The Georgina Pastoral Future NTCA program was first established in

2014 to inspire, empower and support the next generation of leaders

within the Northern Territory pastoral industry. This initiative provides

a exciting opportunity in allowing the future leaders of the industry to

be involved in the planning and decision making within the NTCA

today.

The program has been successful in growing the potential of the

industry’s youth; capturing new ideas, networking and injecting

renewed enthusiasm.

Now approaching its tenth year, the Georgina Pastoral Future NTCA

program provides participants with the opportunity to network with

current industry leaders, stake-holders and representatives from

Territory and Federal Governments. Participation in the program will

support the future leaders to establish relationships and the capacity

to positively influence individual career aspirations as well as

guaranteeing the continuing growth and prosperity of the pastoral

industry.

Individuals
from all

backgrounds
and

skill sets are
encouraged to

apply.
2023 Leaders at undergorund Jakarta wet markets, Indonesia 



Aged between 18 and 35 years.

Currently involved in, or closely connected to the Northern Territory

cattle industry.

Passionate about leadership of the cattle industry & willingness to make

a contribution.

Must be available to attend all of the future NTCA training events and

information sessions.

Must be willing to actively participate in respective NTCA branch

meetings, initiatives & events.

Ability and willingness to take an active role in the proceedings of the

2024-25 AGM and Conference & associated events.

Ability to designate at least 2x weeks of your time to attend programs,

see tentative program schedule.

Ability to attend a 7-10 day Industry tour. 

ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS

Applications will close on the 29th of  
January, with interviews commencing
from 3rd of February.  Interviews can
be done remotely via teams.  The
selection panel will assess the
applicant’s application and suitability
for the program.

Applicants will be notified via email
if they have successfully made it to
the interview stage on  January
30th. 2023 Leaders Amber Smith & Penny Vabeen on industry tour cattle

under the palm oil plantation. Lampung Indonesia
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Be inclusive and work cooperatively & effectively as a leadership group.

Engage with industry (focusing on future generations) to address issues of significance for the

future of the industry.

Develop mechanisms for the sharing of information and ideas within the cohort and the wider

cattle sector which uphold the principles of the NTCA.

The NTCA Executive may invite participants to attend an executive meeting to provide a

comprehensive summary of issues and possible strategies to advance the interests of NT producers

over the next 30 years.

Uphold NTCA values, future leaders will be representing the NTCA during all training, events &

industry tours.

Must be able to attend all nominated training and development events, including 2023 & 2024

annual conference.

Individuals from all areas of the NT
are welcome to apply.

2022 Leader Jake Hicks, presenting a speech at the 2023 NTCA

conference.



Successful
applicants will

Complete professional development training including

effective media and communication, leadership, industry

relevant workshops.

Attend 'past the farm gate' industry tour, this may an

international or interstate trip as determined by group area of

interest of topical opportunities for the NT beef industry.

Network with major industry stakeholders, national and

international industry leaders.

Discover emerging industry influences including carbon,

sustainability, business diversity, industry growth, native title

and biosecurity.

Collaborate as a team to fundraise for the program and

engage with other young people within the pastoral industry.

Participate in NTCA projects, NT agricultural show circuit,

initiatives and branch meetings within respective regions.

Participate in
professional
development
programs and
workshop
opportunities.

Engage in a supply
chain industry tour.

Collaborate in NTCA
projects, initiatives &
networking events.
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Key Calender Dates
18-19 March: Professional development training- Alice Springs

20-23 March: NTCA conference program- Alice Springs

13-17 May: Future NTCA induction week - Katherine/Darwin

3-9 November: Industry tour -Interstate 

18-22 March: 2025 NTCA conference program- Darwin 



What are you
waiting for?!

Future NTCA sponsors & supporters 

https://wkf.ms/3QZzaaV
https://wkf.ms/3QZzaaV
https://wkf.ms/3QZzaaV

